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GENERALIZED HUA-OPERATORS AND PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS.

THE CASES OF SL(ai, C) AND SL(ai, R)1

BY

KENNETH D. JOHNSON

Abstract. Suppose G = SL(n,C) or SL(n,R) and A" is a maximal compact sub-

group of G. If P is any parabolic subgroup of G, we determine a system of

differential equations on G/K with the property that any function on G/K satisfies

these differential equations if and only if it is the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction

on G/P.

1. Introduction. Let G be a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with

finite center. Fix G = KAN, an Iwasawa decomposition of G. That is, £ is a

maximal compact subgroup of G, A a maximal vector subgroup of G with Ad A

consisting of semisimple elements normalizing N, a maximal simply connected

unipotent subgroup of G. The space X = G/K is a Riemannian symmetric space and

the group AN acts transitively on X. Now if M is the centralizer of A in K, the group

B — MAN is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, and the space S0 = G/B = K/M

is called the maximal or Furstenberg boundary of X.

More generally, a boundary S of X is a homogeneous space G/P, where £ is a

parabolic subgroup of G, i.e. £ is conjugate to a closed subgroup of G which

contains B. Henceforth, we shall consider only parabolic subgroups which contain B.

Let D(X) denote the space of all G-invariant differential operators on X and let

D+(X) = {D E D(X): 7)1 = 0}. We call £ £ CX(X) harmonic if ££=0 for

every D £ D+(X). Deep analysis of [8] shows that a C°°-function £ on X is

harmonic if and only if £ is the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction £ on SQ. In other

words (abusing notation), we have

F(x)=f P0(x,b)dT(b),

where £0: X X S0 -> R+ is the Poisson kernel of X with respect to S.

If £ is a parabolic subgroup of G and S = G/P — K/L, where L = K D £, there

is a Poisson kernel Ps: X X S -> R+ of X with respect to S with

Ps(x,u)= (P0(x,klM)dl,
JL
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where k E u and dl is Haar measure on £ with | £ |= 1. Now suppose that t(S) is the

space of functions on X which are the Poisson integrals of hyperfunctions on S.

Clearly, t(S) C t(S0) where t(S0) is the space of harmonic functions on X. As is the

case with t^) we wish to know if the space t(5) can be characterized by means of

differential equations. To be specific we state the problem as follows.

Problem. Determine a collection Q(S) of partial differential operators on X such that

F £ r(S) if and only ifDF = 0 for every D E <B(S).

In this paper, we shall solve this problem for any boundary S of X where G is

either SL(ai,C) or SL(ai,R). The results for these groups may be stated in a clean

and unencumbered fashion. In a subsequent paper, using various projections of the

operators defined here, we shall examine the remaining simple noncompact groups.

In the case where X is a bounded symmetric domain and S its Shilov boundary,

this problem was first examined in [10], solved for tube type domains in [7] and

finished completely in [1].

§2 deals with some basic algebra of semisimple Lie groups. In §3 differential

operators are introduced, which play a crucial role in our results. §§4-7 are devoted

to the proof of our main theorem, with §§5 and 6 used to recall some known results

concerning asymptotic differential operators.

2. Some algebraic preliminaries. Let 6 be the Cartan involution of G which fixes K

and denote the Lie algebras of G, K, M, A, N, and 6N by g, ï, m, a, n and 6v.

respectively. For X E a* set

gx= {leg: [77, X] = X(H)Xfor all 77 £ a}.

Recall that X is called a restricted root if g x =?= (0}; we call X a positive restricted

root if, in addition, qx C n. Now, if $ is the set of restricted roots and <J>+ is the set

of positive restricted roots, $ = <D+ U(-<D+ ). We now wish to describe all parabolic

subgroups of G up to conjugation.

Letu+ = {77 £ a:X(77)>0forallX E 0+ }. If 77 EQ + , let $+(77) = {X £ $+ :

X(77) > 0} and n(77) = 2{flA: X E $+(77)}. Now n(77) is a nilpotent Lie algebra

and N(H) = exp n(77) is a unipotent Lie group. Now, if, ZC(H) is the centralizer

of 77 in G, the group £(77) = ZC(H) ■ N(H) is a parabolic subgroup of G, and up

to conjugation all parabolic subgroups of G may be obtained in this way. Suppose

A(H) = Z(ZG(H)) n A and M(77) = [ZG(77), Zc(77)] ■ (Z(ZG(H)) n K); A(H)

is called the split component of £(77), A(77) is the nilradical and £(77) =

M(H)A(H)N(H) is called the Langlands decomposition of £(77). Note that for 77,,

772 Eq + , £(77, + 772) = £(77,) n £(772) and £(77,) = £(772) if and only if

<&+ (77,) = í>+ (772). Hence, we see that every parabolic subgroup is the intersection

of maximal nontrivial parabolic subgroups.

Now suppose G = SL(ai, C) (resp. SL(ai, R)). Choose K = SU(ai) (resp. SO(ai)), A

the group of diagonal elements of G with positive entries down the diagonal, and

take N to be the group of upper triangular matrices in G with / 's down the diagonal.

In both cases the Cartan involution 6: G -> G is the map 8g = (£')"'• Now a is the

space of real diagonal ai X ai matrices of trace 0, and a+ is the set of matrices

77 = (A, ) in û where h,t > A,+, ,+ 1. If, for any integer / > 0, I¡ is the / X /-identity
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matrix and k is a positive integer < ai — 1, let

4=(o     -cl_J
with (n — k)ck = k. Then Hk Ea+ and P(Hk) = P(k) is a maximal parabolic

subgroup, and any parabolic subgroup is conjugate to one of the form

P(kx,k2,...,k,) = P(kx)n---nP(k,),

with ac, < k2 < • • ■ < k¡< n — 1, and any minimal one to £ = £(1,2,.. .,ai — 1).

Finally, for 1 « kx < • • • < k,,< n - 1, let

S(kx,...,ki) = G/P{kl,...,ki).

Remark. We use the notation "S(ac,,.. . ,ac,), £(ac,,. ..,ac,)" in the real and

complex cases. It will be clear with which case we are dealing.

3. Construction of our operators. For G = SL(ai,C) (resp. SL(ai,R)), the map

g -» gg* allows us to identify X with the space of positive definite hermitian (resp.

real) ai X ii-matrices of determinant one. Hence, X C 77„ or £„, where 77„ is the space

of positive definite hermitian ai X Ai-matrices, and £„ is the space of positive definite

real ai X Ai-matrices, or in other words, the real points of 77„. Thus, we see if X C 77„

or in £„ the C°°-functions on X may be identified with C°°-functions on 77„ or £„

which are homogeneous of degree 0.

For an arbitrary Z E 77„, let dZ be the ai X Ai-matrix of differentials whose /,/th

entry is dztj, let 3 be the ai X Ai-matrix whose a,/th entry is d/dztJ, and let 3' be the

transpose of 3. Now GL(ai, C) acts transitively on 77„ by setting g(Z) — gZg*, where

g E GL(ai,C) and Z £ 77„. As tr dZ(3') = ai2 identically on 77„ and dg(Z) = gdZg*,

we have

(3.1) (3'/)(s(Z))=g*-'[3'(/°g)(Z)]g-\

where ( / ° g)(Z) = /(g(Z)) for/ £ C°°( 77„).

Set 6D = Z3' and consider for any integer k > 0 the operator ÓD*. If Z E 77„, let

(ty^z be the local expression of 6Î!k at Z. Then, for g E GL(ai,C) and/E C°°(77„),

we have

(3.2) (¿¡)k)g(Z)f(g(Z)) = g[(*D*)z(/o g)(Z)]g'\

From [14] we know that the ring of GL(Ai,C)-invariant differential operators on

77„ is generated by the constants and the operators Dk — tri6])*) for k =£ ai. Then we

have that the harmonic functions on X are identified with the functions on 77 which
n

are annihilated by the Dk, and we call such functions harmonic on 77„.

If £ is a parabolic subgroup of SL(ai,C), then £ = {pg: p E C*, g E P) is a

parabolic subgroup of GL(ai, C) and

5 = SL(«,C)/£ = GL(ai,C)/£.

Moreover, the Poisson kernel Ps: Hn X S -> R+ has the property that Ps(px, b) =

Ps(x, b) for p E C*, x £ X and b E S, where £/x, b) is the Poisson kernel of X with

respect to S.
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Suppose a — (a,,... ,am) E C"', and set

m

(3.3) <¡U(a) = 2 aß1.
i = i

From (3.2) we have

Proposition 3.1. For £EC°°(77„) aAid a EC', 6D(a)£=0 if and only if

^(¿^/(/o g)(7) = 0/or every g E GL(ai,C), where 7 is /Ae identity.

To study harmonic functions on X = SL(ai,R)/SO(«), we consider X C Pn =

GL+ (ai,R)/SO(ai). If X is an arbitrary element of £„, let 3¿ be the matrix whose i,

/th coordinate is (1 + 5,7) (3/3x,7) and set ÜD0 = A^. Now ^ is merely the

restriction of 26D to £„. If again a(ax,... ,am) £ Cm, define

m

%ià) = 2 a,i%)'.
1=1

The corresponding statements concerning harmonic functions on SL(ai,R)/SO(ai)

are now easily seen to be valid in this case also.

4. The Poisson kernel. Let X be as in §3 and suppose S is a boundary of X with £

a hyperfunction on S. Let %(T) be the Poisson integral of £. It is well known that a

differential operator on X annihilates the Poisson kernel if and only if it annihilates

all Poisson integrals %(T). In fact, if the operator is ^(o) or ^(a), it suffices to

show that the operator annihilates all %(T) where £is a AT-finite function on 5.

For £ a function on S and g £ G, set LgT(b) = T(g'xb). From the standard

properties of the Poisson integral we have

(4.1) Lg-,%{T) = %iLg-,T),

and hence if X C H„ and a £ Cm, (3.2) yields

(4.2) <%(a)%{T){g{Z)) = g[^(S)%(Lg-,T)(Z)]g'K

The corresponding equation holds when X C Pn and °D(d) is replaced by tf)0(a).

Thus we obtain

Proposition 4.1. £Ae operator üD(a) (resp. °D0(d)) annihilates the Poisson kernel of

Xwith respect to S if and only i/6D(d)/6?5(£)(7) = 0 (resp. %(a~)i%(T)(I) = 0)/or

all K-finite functions T on S.

Suppose X C 77„ and f/EEnd(C"), and consider the pairing with £-finite

functions on 5 given by

(U,T) = [tr^)(a)U]%(T)(l).

From (4.2) we have

(4.3) (Ad kU, LkT)= (U,T)       (k E K),

with the corresponding equation holding for X C Pn.

Let G be SL(ai,C) or SL(ai,R) and let g be the Lie algebra of G. Suppose

g = f + p is the Cartan decomposition of g. Identify g with its image in EndC" or

EndR".
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Proposition 4.2. £Ae operator ^(a) (resp. ^(a)) annihilates the Poisson kernel of

X with respect to S if and only if for all U E p aAid all K-finite functions T on S,

(U,T)=0.

Proof. Clearly, if ^(a) (resp. ^„(o)) annihilates the Poisson kernel, ((/,£}= 0

for all such U and T.

If G = SL(ai,C), pc = s1(ai,C), and as tr ty(a) is invariant, we are done in this

case.

If G = SL(ai,R), the Furstenberg boundary of X is K/M where K = SO(n) and

M is the group of diagonal matrices in K. As there are no M-fixed vectors in §o(ai),

we have automatically that (U, £>=0 for all UEèo(n). Since tr^a) is in-

variant, we are done.

For k a positive integer < ai — 1, let £(ac) denote the parabolic subgroup defined

in §2, and, similarly, for 1 =s At, < a<2 < • • • < kr < n — 1, define P(kx,.. .,kr) as in

§2. Now A(kx,. .. ,kr) = Z(M(kx,. . . ,kr)) D A is the split component of

£(k,,...,kr), and r — dim A(kx,...,kr) is the split rank of P(kx,...,kr). Let

L(kx,...,kr) = K n P(kx,...,kr) and let Fbe the space of all £-finite functions on

K/L(kx„..,kr).

Lemma 4.3. £Ae representation of K on $ occurs in V with multiplicity r.

Proof. The space of L(kx,...,kr) fixed vectors in p is precisely the Lie algebra of

A(kx,... ,kr). Hence we are done by Frobenius reciprocity.

Proposition  4.4.   Let   1 < ac, < k2 < ■ ■ ■ < kr < n — 1   be  integers.  If X =

SL(ai,C)/SU(ai), let Hm(kx,...,kr) = {5E Cm: <$(£) annihilate the Poisson kernel

ofXwith respect to S(kx,.. .,kr)}, and if X = SL(ai, R)/SO(ai), define H™(kx,... ,kr)

similarly with 6i)0(a) substituted for fy(ä) above. Then we have:

(i) dim Hm(kx,... ,kr)> m - r;

(Ï) dim 770m(Ac1,... ,kr) > m - r;

(ii)Hm(kx,...,kr)CHm(kx)n ••■ DHm(kr);

(ii') 770m(A,,... ,Acr) C H™(kx) n • • • DH^(kr); and, in fact, for any integer k with

Kk<n- 1,
(in) dim Hm(k) = m - 1; and

(iii') dim 770m(Ac) = m - 1.

Proof, (i) and (i') follow from Lemma 4.3. (ii) and (ii') are obvious. Since 6¡)(ex)

and ^r/e,) annihilate only constants for e, = (1,0,... ,0), (iii) and (iii') follows. This

completes our proof.

In §7 we show that

Hm(kx„..,kr) = 77m(Ac,) n ••• DHm(kr),

and

H0m(kx„..,kr) = H0m(kx)n-.-DH0"'(kr),

by showing that the hyperplanes Hm(k) and H¡f(k) (k *z n — \) are in general

position.
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5. Asymptotic differential operators. We now recall some results from [6] which

will be useful in the proof of our main theorem. Since these results are stated there

for semisimple groups with finite center, we shall recall them in this framework. The

extension of these results to reductive groups will be clear.

Fix G, K, M, A and N as in §2. Let 6 be the Cartan involution of G which is the

identity on K and set N = ON. Let g (resp. f, m, a, n and ñ ) denote the Lie algebra

of G (resp., K, M, A, N and TV).

If g E G, g may be written uniquely as

g = k(g)expH(g)n(g),

where A:(g) £ K, 77(g) £ a and Ai(g) E N. Defining p E o* so that 2p(77) =

tr(ad 77 |n) for 77 E a, the Poisson kernel £0: G/K X K/M -> R+ is defined by

setting

P0(gK,kM) = exp(-2pH(g']k)).

With X = G/K, S0 = K/M we say £ E CX(X) is the Poisson integral off £ C°°(S0)

if

F(x)=f P0{x,b)f{b)db,

where db is the unique ^-invariant measure on S0 normalized with | Sq | = 1.

If £ E Cœ(X) C C°°(G) and 77 £0+ (see §2) define

FH(g) = lim F(gexptH) = lim F(gexptHK).
t— CO t~* OO

Let M(H), A(H) and A(77) be as in §2 and set £(77) = M(77) n K. Then, if £ is

the Poisson integral of /£ C°°(S0) and g = umn with u E K, m £ M(H) and

ai £ N(H),

Fnig) = cf iexp(-2PoH(m'lk)))f(ukM) dkM,
JK(H)/M

where 2p0(77) = tradH\n{H) with n(77) the Lie algebra of N(H), and

0^c-( exp(-2p7/'(A7)) dñ.

Now FH E C°°(G/Q(H)) where 0(77) = K(H)A(H)N(H), so FH is uniquely de-

termined by its restriction to N(H)M(H). Moreover, for any ñ E N(H) the func-

tion g -> FH(ñg) is a harmonic function on M(H)/K(H) provided g £ M(H).

For u £ CX(G) and X E g set

Mg) = JtÁ{^V - tX)g)\l=0.

If £ is the Poisson integral of /E C°°(SQ), Xx,...,Xp E ñ(77) = 0(n(77)), and

Yx,...,Yq E m(77) + n(77) with Y¡ = i^0 + Z, (Y° E m(77), Z, £ n(77)), Lemma

2.1 of [6] states that for ñ E N(H) and m E M(H),

(5.1) (Y, • • • YqXx ■ ■ ■ XpL^F)H(m) = Yx° • • ■ y,°Fff(/n),
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where

F(m) = f P0(mK, b)Xx ■ • • XpL^f(b) db.
Js0

Fixing £, we now proceed to rewrite (5.1).

As £ is a function on G/K, we may consider £ as a function on A X G/K by

setting

£(A7,g) = £n-'£(g) = £(A7g).

If Xx,..., Xp and Y, • • • Y are as above, then

Y, • • • YqXx ■ ■ ■ XpL'Mg) = (-l)'y, •   • YqRiXp) • ■ • R{Xx)F(ñ, g),

where for X E ñ,

R(X)F(ñ,g) = ^-F(ñexptX,g)\l=0,

and for Y E g,

Setting

dt

YF(ñ,g) = jtF(Hexp-tYg)\t=0.

FHÍn>g)= lim£(Ai,gexpA77),
t— 00

we have FH(n, g) = FH(ng) — (L- F)H(g). (5.1) now becomes

i-\)"{Y,---YqR(Xp)---R(Xx)F)H(ñ,m)

= (-\)P{Yr--Y«R(Xp)---R(Xx)FH)(ñ,m).

Observe that each Y¡ commutes with each R(Xj).

If D = 7, • • • YqR(Xp) ■ ■ ■ R(XX), set DH = Yx° ■ ■ ■ Yq°R(Xp) ■ ■ ■ R(XX). Then

(DF)H = DHFH. Suppose Dx,...,Dk are operators of the same type as D and

a, £ C°°(N X G/K) for i *£ k. If a, H exists for each i, we have

(5.3) 2 BiDAF     ■ (il, m) = 2 a¡H(ñ,m)DlJ1FH(ñ,m).
. \ /= l        /Ja/ í=i

If £ £ %(g), the enveloping algebra of g, £»£(«, m) = (Ad ñ'xD)L'RxF(m). Now

A-

Ad«-|£= 2 a,-(ñ)A.
i=i

where each £, £ %(g) and each a, £ CX(Ñ(H)). From the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt

Theorem each £>, may be written as Y, • • - Y9£(A/)) • • • R(XX). Thus, (Ad ñ'xD)H

exists and (DF)H(ñ, m) = (Ad ñ~lD)HFH(ñ, m).

6. The operators í6!)*)// and (^o)//. We now apply the results of the previous

section to our operators 6D* and ^q, and calculate explicitly (6i)k)H and (tyfi)H for

77 E a+. We first consider the case of 77„ and proceed to rewrite the entries of ty in

terms of the Lie algebra g I(ai, C).
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As we shall find it necessary to distinguish the abstract Lie algebra gl(Ai,C) from

its standard realization, let v be the standard representation of GL(ai,C) and

gI(«,C) on C". Fix iV-T and supposed is the linear operator on g I ( «, C) for which

v(JX) = i'i'(A') for all X E gI(Ai,C). Where there is no possibility of confusion we

shall write Xfor v(X).

Let 6 be the Cartan involution of gI(n,C) which is the identity on u(ai). For

Z, IFEgI(Ai,C)set

(Z + iW)* = Z* + iW* = - (6Z + iOW)

and

Z + iW = Z- iW.

On GL(ai, C) we define g -» g* accordingly.

If £ £ C°°(77„), F lifts to a function on GL(ai, C) and we set L'glF(Z) = F(gZg*).

For^EgUAnC),

XF(Z) = jtF((exp - tX)Z{exp - tX*)) |,=0

d
F{Z - t{XZ + ZX*) + 0(t2))\t__

= -Tr(3'£(Z))(XZ + ZX*) = -Tr v(X)^F(Z) - Tr v{X*)<%*F{Z).

Hence,

¡(X- UX)F(Z) = -Trv(X)siF(Z),

and

{(X+ UX)F(Z) = -Trv(X*)GÙ*F(Z).

Thus, if for/, k < ai, Ejk E gI(Ai,C) with v(Ejk), the matrix with 1 in the(/, k) entry

and zeroes elsewhere,

^ = lv(EJk)ZkJ,

where Zkj = i(Ekj — UEkj) and the sum ranges over 1 <j,k*¿n.

Fix / < ai and set H = H,, where

H,=
I,        0

0     -c,h-

with (ai - l)c, = /. Define M(H), £(77), A(77) and A(77) as in §5. For ñ E 7V(77)

and g E GL(ai,C),

Fiñ,g) = F(ñgg*ñ*).

We shall now find it convenient to introduce some additional notation.

Suppose S is an ai X Ai-matrix of differential operators. The notation g -» &v(g)

(or g -» &v(g)'x) indicates that & does not differentiate the entries of v(g), while the

notation & ° will indicate that the entries of £ differentiate everything to the right of

S. As usual, Sr = S o Sr~'.
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Keeping the notation of §5, set

DF(H,g)=    2   "ÍEJk)RÍZkj)F(ñ,g),
j<zl<k

DF(ñ,g) =    2   v(Ejk)R{Zjk)F(ñ,g),
k*íl<j

-D0F(ñ,g)=(   2   v(Ejk)Zkj+   2   v(Ejk)Zk\F(ñ,g),
Xj,k^l j,k>I '

where 2Zjk = Ejk + UEjk.

Proposition 6.1. For F E C°°(Hn, End C"), « E Ñ(77) and m E M(H),

tyF^mm*^) = v(ñ)(D + DQ + v(mm*)Dv(mm*)^)v(ñ)~XF(ñ, m).

Proof. As tyF^mm*^) = i<(A)öi)i'(A)"l£(A, au), we obtain

6¡)F(ñmm*ñ*) = v(ñ)(D + D0 + Dx)v(ñ) lF(ñ, m)

where

¿>. = -   2   v(Ejk)Zk].
k*íl<j

We now need only show that

£», = i>(amatc*)£»/'(amah*)   .

Setting G(am) = v(ñ)'xF(ñ, m), observe that

DxG(m) = -   2   v(Ejk)Adm'x(Zkj)(Lm-,G)(\)
k^Kj

= -   2   v(Ejk)[Adm'\Zkj)]*(Lm,G)(\)

= -2   v(Ejk)[Admm*{zjk)]G(m).
k^Kj

The proof now follows since v(mm*) is a selfadjoint matrix and, for a, b E C and

*EgI(«,C),

(a + bJ)X + U(a + bJ)X= (a- bi)(X+ UX).

SettingS = v(ñ)&x¡>(ñ)~l with

S, = D + £»0 + v(mm*)Dv(mm*)~\

we obtain easily that

q)pF(ñmm*ñ*) = £'£(a7, m) = v(ñ)(&x + C)p~l ° &xv{ñ)~XF{ñ, m),

where
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Proposition 6.2. Suppose F is the Poisson integral of a Cx -function and n E N( 77 ),

mEM(H) with H = H,. Then

lim 6D PF( ñm exp 2 /77aai *ñ* )
A—OO

= v(ñ)(D +C+ D0)p-] o (D + D0)v(ñ)]FH(H, m).

Proof. As v(m exp 2tHm*)Dv(m exp 2tHm*)~] decays exponentially regardless of

the number of entries of D0 which differentiate it, the proof is an immediate

consequence of (5.2) and (5.3).

In the case of £„, again take v to be the standard representation of GL(ai, R) and

qí(ai,R). Also, if X E gI(Ai,R), let X' = -6X, where 0 is the Cartan involution of

g I(ai, R) which is the identity on § o(ai). Define g -» g' accordingly for g £ GL(ai, R).

Then

%F=-%viEJk)EkJF,

where the sum is taken over all/, k ^ n.lî H = H¡, m E M(H) and ñ £ N(H),

%F(ñmm'ñ') = v{ñ)[D + D0 + v(mm')D(mm')^)v(ñ)"'£(«, m),

where D, £»0 and D are defined as in the complex case except that Zpq is replaced by

Epq. Setting

S, = D + D0 + v(mm')Dv(mm')~     and    S = v(ñ)&xv(ñ)~ ,

^F(ñmm'ñ') = Sp£(ñ, m).

Unlike the complex case the entries of D do not act trivially on v(h~). However, we

still obtain, using the same proof as in Proposition 6.2,

(êpF)H(n, m) = v(ñ)(D +C + /)„)'-' o (D + D0)p{ñ)-lFH{ñ, m).

1. The main theorem. In this section we give criteria for the operators ^(d) and

tf)0(a) to characterize harmonic functions on X which are the Poisson integrals of

hyperfunctions on a boundary S of X.

Definition 7.1. For ai > 2 and / a positive integer «s ai — 1, let

(£"(/) = |d£Cm:   Í ctj(n - l)J = ol,

and for 1 *£ ky < ■ ■ ■ < kr « n - 1, let

U"'(kx,...,kr) = um(kx) n ••• num(kr).

Proposition 7.1. For any integers 1 < ac, < • • ■ < Ac, *£ n — 1, the hyperplanes

Um(kx),...,Um(kr) are in general position.

Proof. This is immediate from the theory of Vandermonde determinants.

Suppose Um = U"kZ\U(k).

Theorem 7.2. Suppose F is harmonic on Hn (resp. Pn) (n s* 2) aAid 6D(d)£ = 0

(resp. %(a)F - 0) for some a £ Cm. £Aen, if a <£ Um, F is constant.
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Proof. We shall prove this result only in the case that £ is harmonic on 77„, as

this case contains one complication which does not occur in the real case.

From [3] we know that £ is the convergent sum of £-finite harmonic functions

which are annihilated by ^(a). Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for £ a

£-finite function.

As in §§5 and 6, let /< ai - 1 and set 77 = 77,. From (5.2), (5.3) and Proposition

6.2, we obtain, for ñ E N(H) and aai0 E M(H),

m

2 apv(ñ)(D + C + Doy~' o (D + D0)v(ñy}FH(ñ, mQ) = 0.
p=\

If FH is independent of m0, FH is a function on S(l), the space of /-planes in Cm,

and we write FH(ñ) = FH(ñ, -). As D2 = 0 the above equation yields

m m

2 apC"-xDFH(ñ) =  2 ctp(n - l)p~'DFH(ñ) = 0.
p=\ p=\

AsR(X — UX)FH(ñ) = 0 for all X E ñ(77), FH is (anti) holomorphic on a dense

open subset of S(l) which is an orbit of N(H) is S(l). As FH is K-finite, FH is (anti)

holomorphic on S(l). Since S(l) is compact, FH, and hence £, is constant. (In the

real case we obtain R(X)FH = 0 for all X £ ñ(77) which implies FH is constant.) We

now proceed by induction on ai to show that FH(ñ, m) is independent of m.

If ai = 2, M(H)/K(H) = 77, X 77,, and since any harmonic function on 77, is

constant, we are done in this case. Now assume our result holds for ai < r and

suppose ai = r.

Fixing ñ, m0 -» FH(ñ, m0) is harmonic M(H)/K(H) = 77, X Hr_„ and D0 =

(o°ß), where a is the operator ty for 77, and ß is the operator fy for 77r_/. As no entry

of D0 differentiates v(ñ)'\ we obtain

m

Zap(D0 + C)p-]D0F„(ñ,m0) = 0.
p=\

Hence we have

m

2 ap(a + n- l)p~XaFH(h~, m0) = 0
P=\

and

m

2 apß"FH(n, m0) = 0.
p=\

As

m

Zap{r-l-k)p*0

for any 1 < k < r — I, we have by induction that FH is constant on 77^,. As

m m

2 ap{r-l + l-k)p-\l-k)=  2ap(r-k)p-\l-k)^0
A>=1 P=\
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for any 1 < k < I, FH is constant on 77, also. Hence FH is constant on M(H)/K(H).

From our previous remarks this proves our theorem.

Proposition 7.3. Suppose F is the Poisson integral of a hyperfunction on S(l) and

6D(d)£ = 0 (resp. %(S)F = 0) for 5 £ C". If S £ Um(l), F is constant.

Proof. Again considering only the complex case, we assume £ is £-finite and

select 77 = 77,. Now there is an a £ C* and b £ Um(l) such that %a) = a6!) + %b).

As a ¥= 0, (ÛÎ)F)H = 0 and hence £ is constant.

Fix 1 < Ac, < k2 < ••■ < Ä:r< ai and set 7 = {kx,...,kr).

Corollary. For any /,(/"'(/) = 77 "'(/) = 770m(/), and in general

H"'(kx,...,kr) = Um(kx,...,kr) = H0m(kx,...,kr).

Proof. From the above proposition, Um(l) C Hm(l) and Um(l) C 770"!(/). As

H"'(l) and 770"'(/) are of codimension one in C"\ we have equality. Our result now

follows (i), (i'), (ii), and (ii') of §4 and Proposition 7.1.

We now prove our main result.

Theorem 7.4. Suppose

se n um(i)
let

U u-'(j)
jet

and F is a harmonic function on 77,, (resp. Pn). Then F is the Poisson integral of a

hyperfunction on S(kx,.. .,kr) if and only if6i)(a)F = 0 (resp. %(a)F - 0).

Proof. Necessity is immediate from the above corollary. Assuming £ is £-finite

set, for i »£ r,

F(l,...,i) = F(l,...,i-l)Hk,

and recall from §5 that FH +H^ = (FH)H. It suffices to show that £(l,...,r) is

defined on S(kx,.. .,kr). As before we prove our result for £ harmonic on 77„. Let

77 = 77^.

Now M(H)/K(H) = Hki X Hn_k¡ and, fixing ñ E 7Y(77), we see from the proof

of Theorem 7.2 that £(1)(a7, ) is constant on Hk .If H = Hk  + Hk ,

M(H)/K(H) = 77,, X Hk2_ki X Hn_ki,

and £(1,2) is constant on 77^ X Hk _t. Continuing in this way we obtain that

£(l,...,r) is defined on S( kx ,...,kr) (i.e., constant on 77^ X Hki_kt X ••• XH„_k).

This completes the proof.
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